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About This Game

PRIMAL CARNAGE: ONSLAUGHT

Created By Ashton Anderson

Prehistoric terror comes to VR in the latest installment from the Primal Carnage universe. Slice, shoot, and blast your way
through hordes of predatory reptiles as you make your way back to the top of the food chain! Have you got what it takes? The

onslaught is here… survive or be eaten!

Arsenal of Extinction

All of your favorites from the trusty hunting knife through to the reptile wrecking grenade launcher. Channel your ‘inner
commando’ by dual wielding your favourite weapons!

Immersive Environments

Stand your ground in a variety of rich, detailed environments, from high-tech cloning labs to lush forests and abandoned supply
facilities.

Combative AI
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Take on the likes of pouncing Raptors, spitting Dilos, ankle-biting Compys, and more! Each species has its own unique AI, and
all of them want you dead.

Intuitive Gameplay

PC:O offers an arcade style experience with plenty of heart stopping action and ‘Oh Snap!’ moments to keep you and your
friends entertained for hours. Interact with weapons in the virtual space to aim, reload, remove clips and attack dinosaurs in new

and exciting ways.

Amazing Sound Effects

From the lightest leaf crunch to the loudest roar, PC:O features an impressive collection of high quality sound effects to keep
you immersed in the action.

Steam Leaderboards

Survive for as long as you can and compare your evolutionary prowess with friends and other players from around the world
using online leaderboards!

HTC Vive and Oculus Rift support

Play Primal Carnage: Onslaught on your favorite VR headset!
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Title: Primal Carnage: Onslaught
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Pub Games
Publisher:
Circle 5 Studios
Release Date: 29 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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AI is definitely cheating. There is no other possibility.
On this kind of RNG games, dice rolling should be handled by a proper physics engine.
So simply don't waste your time and money on this trash,
I'm sure there is a downloadable AND BETTER version of this game on tabletop sim.. Guys... this is ONE...FUN, GOOD
game!!!! in short... just get it!

I'm keeping this one...and i will definitaly buy any DLC (after they polish the game itself more ofcourse!)

Pros
- Good music... for everyone there is at least one song! from ska to reggae..to even polka(love that one :)
- More Challenging then you might think!
- A great stage with nice lighteffects
- different 'instruments' in variations (different drums, some more challenging)
- Clear menu... no hassle (although an exit option and game options menu would be nice)

Things to improve
- More music please!!
- i want current songs on different difficulty lvls, every songs now has it's own fixed difficulty
- More instruments please! (i want a melodic instruments mayb a bit more analog? follow a wave with the controller for
example for voicewave)
- More instruments :) Air guitar!!!
- It could use a slightly better feedback (in the audio) that you hit the right 'notes', it's only visual now
- two outer purple tracks....make one of em different ( and both brighter)
- More stages... this one is awesome, but this game really can use more stages... its awesome, but i want more!
- Multiplayer band would be fun :) (coop AND play off)
- the Game itselfs (besides the music part) is a bit 'empty' it feels like i'm alone...when i'm on a streak...let the 'virtual crowd or
girls that are in the game' give a bit feedback...
- Before starting the song play a sample that says: "Ready! 3...2....1" or something like that...
- Use more samples in the menu, voice or clicks, beeps...whatever...it's a GAME guys! not Excel :)

Cons
- timings seems sometimes a itty bit off when there is happening a lot...
- fixed difficulty on each song.
- Exit\/Options Menu
- The ending of each song is weird, it sometimes feels as if the song ends in the middle, but its the end and then it repeats a bit
before going back into the menu
 - feels a bit like early access to me...a GREAT one, but still not 'that ready'

My advise is : BUY IT, it's great fun for a incredible price!!
. Nicely-made physics puzzle game. Can be completed very quickly but is still satisfying.. I enjoy the games and the goals these
indie game makers have, but this documentary seemed to include a lot of looking down on other game developers and grandiose
claims about what each person is doing that were a bit off-putting.. If you played the first game (review) and\/or its sequel
(review), 3rd game is, again, almost the same: short but ok'ish stealth puzzler.

Third instalment adds one more feature to the pre-programmed kill blocks and speed pads: teleportals. It took me a while to
learn it, but with 'space', you port to the tile and its cooldown begins.

A bit low on new features, I say, and still the same issues remain:
- Only 12 levels. After the first two games, it was a breeze and lasted 15 minutes.
- Progress bug is still there. Play it through in one (probably short) session.
- No native gamepad support. Only WASD controls exist.

On sale, it's almost fine. Having said that, 15 minutes is too short. It's not a bad game: I just can't recommend, when it adds so little
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to the original formula, it has the same unfixed bugs and it's over in a recess.

But if you liked the first two games, you can't go too wrong getting this one (on sale of course).

~Twistorian Curator~. I purchased this game quite some time ago now, with high expectations as I was a big fan of the
PRM2005 game... to say I was deflated and let down would be an understatement. I try not to leave negative reviews in the "heat
of the moment" so I went away and pondered... here I am many many months later and I feel I simply must post.

It is absolutely disgraceful and I feel I have a right as a consumer to be outraged by the fact that this game was promoted and
advertised as being fresh and new - the reality is we were all lied to - it's the EXACT same game from 2005 right down to the
dodgy sound effects and the intro music, if you explore deep enough in the installation directory there's even references left in
that point back to the 2005 folder structure. Actually I shouldn't say it's the exact same game, it's actually had a lot of stuff
REMOVED from the original that made PRM2005 more enjoyable (such as individual 'orders'/options in the 3D gameplay
mode.

There's nothing at all new about it except the interface (which was actually better 10 years ago), and anything even resembling a
new feature appears to have no effect on the game itself as some people have previously mentioned. Perhaps they thought 10
years is a long time and we have all forgotten about PRM2005, either way this game is nothing like it was advertised to be... I
really want to say I would give it a chance with mods and patches etc, but the simple fact that we paid in excess of $30 for a
game that's a scaled down rehash of a 10 year old framework is unforgivable - I fail to see how they spent any serious time on
this at all and therefore something in the $4.99-$9.99 price range and actually advertised properly (as a rehash of PRM2005 and
NOT a new game) and I think the negative backlash they are receiving would have been less.

Overall - very bad business sense - for a very very bad game
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This game is dead, with only one server active that is empty. That being said, if you buy this game during the sale and persuade
a few friends to buy it too, you could have a bit of fun with this game. During its peak, this game was a very popular and fun
game however I didn't play the MNC series in it's prime so I never truly got to learn this game or SMNC, and am stuck with the
blitz mode on this game. The Blitz mode, like SMNC can be played solo though at least, and I prefer the Blitz mode on this
version as it feels way more relaxed and is a nice way to chillax and get rid of stress.

In conclusion, if you are looking for a multiplayer game to drop in and drop out of if you have no friends to play it with, then
this game is not for you. However, when the game is on sale and your friends are willing to buy it to play with you, i'd say it is
still worth the sale price despite being completely dead. Also the Blitz mode was worth the sale price in my opinion.. Really
good game, graphics are nice, im proud of the game makers. honestly just buy thrill of the fight. stamina system in here will
artificially slow you down a ton while the AI will just windmill you all round long without stopping.. Gunkid 99 is a great
platformer that will sure keep you entertained. With so many different maps and guns there's always something you can do,
every single map can be replayed, there's 2 modes, normal which is every gun you currently have unlocked the game will switch
between every single weapon, Equipped is a mode that lets you play any map with your preferred loadout. My favorite loadout
is Mini Cannon, Smg and Laser Rifle. You will unlock weapons as you go along. this game feels great the single developer did a
good job on making this game feel incredible. Right now the developer of this game is taking suggestions and feedback in his
discord server.

(pros)
The games feels really good and plays well
It has a good variety of weapon options
good soundtrack (in my opinion)

(cons)
only 5 worlds which makes the game very short because most people would want a longer game
on a few levels there's a lot of items that spawn, I think the enemy spawn rate should decrees on some levels because of how
small some of the maps are.

I never really thought this game would do good on release, and it really didn't but in my opinion I think it deserves a bit more
attention, sure the game is pretty short but It has a lot of replayablility on it, which makes it even, a short game that can be
replayed forever and ever.

. Great addition to the game. Totally worth the money! I'm happy to support indy devs that create a great and unique game.. The
game itself can be enjoyable, however there are a bunch of things holding it back:

- The camera control is super clunky and sluggish, no way to rotate too.

- No speed-up time feature, you have to watch the ball slowly make its way to the end every time, if you failed too bad you're
gonna waste your time just sitting there watching the ball again.

- Every time you place something you gotta click on inventory to open it then click on the thing, over and over, doesn't matter if
you're gonna place the same kind of gadget. It sounds minor, but gets irratating after playing for like 15 minutes.

- Sometimes the ball would stop moving for no reason, and you have to reset the level and watch it slowly make its progress
again.

- Gadgets glitch out and you can't click on them after reseting the ball, so what you need to do is reset the whole level and place
every gadged again.

- The ball is constantly slow-ish, no matter if it goes through speed boosts.

- There is no indicator of how far the ball will be thrown by some of the gadgets, so you're left experimenting until you get it
right, not because the puzzle is hard, but because the game failes to give you useful information.
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- First 30 or so puzzle were really easy, don't know if they become hard at some point, but I personally don't have the patience to
play anymore.

That being said, the game can be enjayable for those with patience and high tolerance. I personally won't play much more and
can't recommend it because of the reasons stated above.. Very fun party game. Challenging single player mode. Not much more
I could ask for out of this game! 8/10!. Might be my favourite Talisman expansion. The Beasts have a huge impact on play
without slowing it down, great variety and strong flavour.. Wait for the sale goes on sale.. Great little game. Perfect if it's on sale
and you like puzzle games. Really easy so don't expect a challenge but that's not really the point of the experience.
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